
Note: This lecture was delivered to the Queens University MFA Program on May 24, 2013. 

“Madness is not so much mental malfunction as a state of horrible hyperfunction of certain mental
characteristics.” Daniel Nettle 

Strong Imagination. Madness, Creativity and Human Nature (2001)
 

The Privilege of Madness

by Catherine Campbell

What is the purpose of the mad narrator? When an author begins a story, he or she should 

never start with this question. 

Instead, they should ask: How will a mad narrator show the reader an unique experience? 

All stories originate in character: a person doing something or feeling something, and then 

asking the questions why and how and when and where and developing the character and his or her 

fictional world for us. We know that if some characters were not crazy, they would never have come to 

exist on the page. What separates good writing from truly great writing is the method by which one 

presents this particular character. Writing from a mad perspective requires skill, thought, testing and 

execution. The reader can then experience the world or a part of the world through a distorted lens, but 

a lens that nevertheless provides a highly selective, privileged point of view. 

We must recognize the privilege of madnessi: the remarkable and unique perspective a writer 

can achieve by placing a mad narrator at the helm of a story. The difference between fiction and reality 

is this: in fiction, madness can still use traditional narrative patterns or familiar, realistic tools without 

sacrificing story or plot, where in reality a “true” madman would not be able to construct something so 

gracefully. 
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We will look at several texts that are in your handouts and we'll tease out specific approaches or 

exercises you can use while developing your own story. 

A reader is willing to go fairly far down the rabbit hole with a mad narrator if you (and, by 

extension, your narrator) is holding the reader's hand. It doesn't hurt to offer the reader a lamp, a rope, 

snacks, a sleeping bag and other comfortable items--or in the writer's case--“traditional” elements of 

craft and narration--to put your readers at ease on their journey...or at least allow them to stop and rest 

for a moment while embarking on a what will be, at the very least, an eye-opening story but ultimately, 

a terrifying and memorable descent into these unpredictable aspects of our shared humanity. 

First, before anything else, you need a story. Not a clever thing. Not a cool trick. Not an 

experiment. You need A STORY. You need a CHARACTER, and most importantly you need a 

VOICE. 

Voice is everything when developing a mad narrator. This is the voice the readers will hear 

inside their heads for years to come. This is the voice that will make them pass the book on to their 

friends or hide it in the freezer because they're totally freaked out. You have to be vulnerable when 

developing the voice. Allow it to go down roads you're afraid to go in your head. Record it—use an 

iPhone or a tape recorder, say things aloud, or type them out, let the voice jumble itself up and lose 

track of what it was saying and go off on huge rants and bouts of rage and inconsolable sadness and 

carefully detailed obsession. You have to let it breathe and wander, or else the story you type down is 

going to ring false. With a mad narrator, chances are your first few drafts are going to be messy. And 

that's a good thing. 

Regardless of where your narrator falls on the crazy spectrum, this voice will ultimately 

accomplish one or both of these things: BLINDNESS and INSIGHT. 
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Ideally, the narrator through his or her journey, is going to either:

1) become “blind” to reality, leaving only the reader (in dramatic irony) privileged to “insight” 

about the situation at hand

2) become “blinded” by madness but gain “insight” into a dark, internal world and show the reader

this 

3) illuminate a situation in which the reader is “blind” by providing a quirky, illogical or 

horrifyingly lucid “insight” 

So think about those two terms and how your character navigates those. DO NOT start with them, but 

look back over drafts in the context of this idea of achieving blindness and insight. 

Once you've established voice, you can use other tools of the craft to shape the clay and bring this

Golem to life. Let's look at some now.

(Reader's note: for those of you who did not attend this lecture, you will need to check out or buy these 

books to see what I'm talking about. I provided printed excerpts for the class during the original 

lecture.)  

Fight Club by Chuck Palahniuk

Fight Club, told by the unnamed Narrator, tells the story of how the Narrator fights with bouts 

of insomnia by becoming a “tourist” in various support groups. During this time, he meets Marla 

Singer, a woman who is also a “tourist” and Tyler Durden, a charismatic, rebellious figure intent on 

reconfiguring society. The Narrator and Tyler Durden start an underground fighting club, which evolves

into what Tyler calls Project Mayhem: his personal army to carry out assignments that terrorize 

consumerist institutions and “wake up” the people. The Narrator, from an indirect dialogue with Marla, 

finds out that he and Tyler Durden are the same person, that Tyler is a personality of his that has 

developed during his bouts with insomnia. He has one last violent confrontation with himself by 
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shooting himself, “killing” Tyler. 

Fight Club develops the voice through first-person present POV and first-person past tense and 

sometimes historical present (the telling of a past event as though it's happening in real time.) We meet 

the Narrator just after he has realized that he is, in fact, Tyler Durden as well, and that he embodies 

both personalities. However, he doesn't disclose this to us. He has no need to, yet. Why? Because he's 

about to tell us a story of his life leading up this moment,  But when we meet the Narrator, he still 

refers to Tyler outside of himself, performing separate actions. The author doesn't disclose the most 

important hook. 

The Narrator uses mantras in order to convey his sense of calm and order and ground the reader,

while placing him in direct opposition to his alter-ego, Tyler, who is a very dynamic and--from what we

can tell--charismatic and compelling speaker. Palahniuk uses the art of repetition to convey the 

Narrator's constant necessity to maintain control. However, these mantras are still whimsical, hinting at 

the idea that the Narrator may not be fully in touch with himself. The famous example in the text is: I 

am Joe's  prostate. I am Joe's smirking revenge. I am Joe's broken heartii. This repetition sets it, not 

only is it a playful tone who is taken so seriously by someone else, it immediately strikes a tone that 

something might be off with him. This repetition also provides a rhythm to the prose, a ticking like that 

of a bomb that almost counts down to the climax when the Narrator and Tyler Durden will no longer be

separate entities but one person, and the clash they will create while existing in the same body. 

What can a writer take away from this? This is a great example of repetition in a voice, 

and repetition as a grounding point for every chapter. A number of madmen use repetitions as a way

to control themselves or to control an obsession or compulsion that they cannot alter. 
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One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest by Ken Kesey

Kesey's novel is narrated by a supporting character, “Chief Broom” Bromden, who's physically 

large yet docile. Even though he's the voice of the novel, he never speaks in the hospital ward and is 

mistaken as deaf and dumb by the others. However, Chief Bromden arrived at the mental hospital 

originally for clinical depression which at one point caused hallucinations and a diagnosis of 

schizophrenia. He provides a “Nick Carraway”-style of narration, an observer who weaves in his own 

experiences, while mainly focusing on the arrival of, and his involvement with, the main character and 

troublemaker Randle McMurphy. It is important to note that McMurphy is sane and voluntarily checks 

into the ward in order to quickly and—he assumes, easily—finish his prison sentence. Chief Bromden 

narrates in both first-person past and present tenses.  

He has a very distinct sentence structure that is almost musical (not repetitive; repetition you see

on the page, rhythm is built in between the words) and this structure doesn't change through the 

narrative.

Because his rhythm and voice are predictable after only a few pages in, and the sentence 

structure is traditional, as well as the plot structure, the reader can begin to trust this character even 

though this character has been declared insane (Acute) and is in already in the asylum. 

He's emotionally in touch as well as aware of his surroundings, even if he cannot find the most 

appropriate phrases or words for them, he still conveys what he experiences very clearly. The type of 

psychotic breaks he experiences are ones which Chief Bromden can even detail for us, so there isn't a 

significant break in his mind; in fact he's very touch with what he knows and what he doesn't know, and

doesn't hesitate to tell us.  At the same time, he tells of his observations and his paranoid delusions so 

matter-of-factly, usually in short sentence structure, with moments that appear to almost build within 

the text. His voice is simply “quiet.” 
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In order for the Chief to tell the story of the hospital and what happens between McMurphy and 

Nurse Ratched, Kesey would not have been able to have the Chief splintered in the mind so much as to 

have the text or words physically jumble on the page, nor jump from tangent to tangent without logical 

segues. A writer can learn how to use a quiet voice to be really effective. 

Kesey needs the reader holding the hand of the most docile individual in the hospital, one who 

will then fall in the middle and allow the reader to view Nurse Ratched and McMurphy's snowballing 

antagonism (and ultimately violent standoff) the way a sports journalist watches a tennis match. 

Shutter Island by Dennis Lehane 

Like Alice in Wonderland, Lehane tackles the Was it all a dream? narrative structure to develop 

the uncomfortable tale of two U.S. Marshals as they arrive on Shutter Island, an isolated mental 

hospital, to find a missing patient named Rachel Solando. However, Teddy Daniels arrives with his 

own secret agenda, which is to find and kill Laeddis, the person whom he believes is responsible for his

wife Delores' death. We learn Daniels' complex history through flashbacks and narration in the first part

of Shutter Island, which is that his wife Delores, died in an apartment fire—which was ruled as arson.

Teddy Daniels, in close-third narration, begins to discover terrible secrets of past operations and

experiments that occurred in the hospital, and he begins to grow more paranoid. Eventually he is not 

able to trust anyone, while not realizing that the most dangerous person on the island is himself, the 

actual Laeddis.  

This noir thriller has a traditional structure, viewpoint, development in dialogue and action and 

pace. The point of view does not shift (except for the prologue). But since we're viewing the narrative 

over Daniels' shoulder in close 3rd, the paranoia and urgency and confusion become more and more 
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uncomfortable, simulating for the reader Daniels' goose chase under an elaborate scheme of 

psychotherapy. Sometimes a man cannot be cured. 

The important tool a writer can take away from this text is the necessity of knowing 

precisely the ending in order to write the rest of the story (and work backward, if necessary). One

can then hint or cue the ending through subtle dialogue, description, action, etc. 

The novel is divided up into four parts. However, the assumption that Teddy Daniels is who he 

says he is takes up a much larger portion of the book: almost 90% of the narration is Teddy Daniels 

before his shocking discovery that he is the dangerous patient Laeddis, that he murdered his wife, that 

he split with reality and has been living in a delusional world for two years without a cure and that his 

last shot before a lobotomy was this final attempt at helping him remember why he arrived there in the 

first place. The author must be in control of when and where to reveal the turning points in the 

narrator's mind.  

House of Leaves by Mark Z. Danielewski

Danielewski's novel is a complex, layered story. In House of Leaves, we meet Johnny Truant, 

who at first appears as a reasonable, young, attractive man working in a tattoo parlor and who, like any 

other young man, wants to party, have sex and throw caution to the wind. But while looking for a place 

to live, his friend tells him of a recent apartment vacancy, the apartment belonged to an old man named 

Zampano. Truant discovers a lengthy, obsessive academic study created by Zampano. The academic 

study, which are accompanied by Zampano's obsessive notes, is  focused on a documentary—which 

Johnny cannot find to actually exist--called the Navidson Record.  The layers include Johnny's personal

story, his transcription of Zampano's work, the book about the Navidson family and the personal story 

behind it by Zampano, and the narrator's footnotes, letters, footnotes within footnotes and appendices, 
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all which eventually take over the text of House of Leaves. The text also begins to reflect the emotional

disturbances and mental decay of both Johnny Truant and Zampano, our two mad narrators. 

Truant's mother  was also in an insane asylum for attempting to strangle young Johnny, so it's 

hinted that his obsession with the Navidson Record and the idea of a house that is larger on the inside 

than it is on the outside parallels the idea that madness is a terrifying confinement that expands in ways 

we can never predict. Her backstory is provided by appendices, known as the Whalestoe Letters (which

were later published as their own work). 

What can a writer take away from this? Danielewski's novel is the epitome of structural 

possibilities. The structure reflects the voice or the emotional building and breakdown of the 

character. Colored text (the word “house” is always blue, even in the copyright page), pages crammed 

with so many notes that the footnotes begin to wind around the page, upside down text, one word per 

page, etc. Despite the need to jump back and forth between the text and the appendices and 

supplementary materials, the reader can still remain grounded by the different fonts provided by the 

author to signify which narrator is “speaking.” The novel, any novel, is full of potential in its graphic 

portrayal of a spiral into madness. 

Pale Fire by Vladimir Nabokov

Sometimes the most terrifying narrative is the one which leaves the reader asking questions for 

decades after reading the work. Such is the case with Nabokov's pioneering postmodern novel, Pale 

Fire. While one critic declared it unreadable, others said it is one of the greatest works of modern art, 

most likely due to its ability to layer so much into a very little space without cleanly resolving every 

layer (yet still providing a satisfying ending). 

Nabokov's story introduces a remarkable text that may or may not even exist but is initially 
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attributed to John Shade, a poet who bordered on madness and who was murdered as we find out, in the

beginning of the story. His neighbor, Charles Kinbote, took Shade's 999-line poem, “Pale Fire,” and 

provides academic commentary around it. There is an introduction much like a reader sees at many 

reissued works now, but we quickly understand that this is Kinbote's writing, and then we begin to see 

the obsession and borderline madness in the middle sections as Kinbote analyzes the poem. Subtlety 

arrives here through a sophistication of voice and misdirection. 

The reader is presented with this carefully-structured, devastating and beautiful poem as a distraction 

from the fact that the narrator is mad, convinced that he is the exiled king of Zembla. The commentary 

about John Shade and his life is suddenly turned around to focus on Kinbote's life and how it is 

entwined with Shade's forever. There is also the possibility that Shade isn't dead for the murder wasn't 

completely solved. It's also hinted that Kinbote and Shade are possibly the same person, or more aptly, 

that Shade never existed and that Kinbote actually wrote “Pale Fire.” The art of misdirection, by 

placing a huge piece of text, is another tool the writer can use. Writers and narrators use newspaper 

clippings, interviews, evidence paragraphs, and other ephemera to establish authority in the story, 

usually directly for the narrator, so that we will believe him or her. 

As I Lay Dying

I think most of us have read Faulkner's classic, but for those you who haven't, I'll just 

summarize quickly that As I Lay Dying is about a family's odyssey across the Mississippi countryside 

to bury Addie, the family matriach, who passed away. The book is divided into 51 interior monologues 

(or chapters), narrated by different family members. So Darl, the second eldest son, actually has most 

of the monologues (18 or 19, I think) because he's incredibly articulate, detailed, insightful, and appears

the most objective. By the end of the book, Darl goes crazy. He shifts from 1st person narration to 3rd 
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person narration. 

Additional Thoughts on Voice and Structure 

The voice of the madman cannot go on for three hundred-plus pages without wearing down the 

reader. Staying conscious of the first-person voice of a madman for any length of time is tiring. An 

example of this is American Psycho by Bret Easton Ellis. While considered a phenomenal satire full of 

obsession, paranoia and unparalleled violence, Patrick Bateman's first-person stream-of-consciousness 

rants on fashion, music and murder would drive a reader off Ellis' pages if the novel didn't have 

traditional chapter breaks. 

Regardless of whether the narrator is sane or “insane,” you must choose the best POV to serve 

the story. You must choose the most authentic and advantageous voice. You don't wake up and say to 

yourself: “oh, I think I'll write a story with some crazy dude telling us fucked up things.” You may find,

as you develop a story, that if your narrative features a madman, he or she may NOT be the best person 

to narrate. You have to look at their voice, and see how that this voice will then inform or change the 

plot and structure. Voice is INTERNALLY EMBEDDED through the narrator's behavioral choices. 

Voice is EXTERNALLY EMBEDDED through structure. 

Manipulating structure to reflect the voice includes:

-Interrupted Stories

-Invented Languages

-Footnotes or End Notes, Appendices

-Non-Linear Chapters

-Fractured Dialogue

-Fractured Text
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-Graphics

-”Framing” ie the Confessional Story

-Meta Texts

-Non-Linear Time sequences or Order of Events

-Conflicting POVs within ONE character (As I Lay Dying)

-Letters, Diary Entries, Daily Lists

- Think of it as watching a baseball game on low volume: the nice lull and hum and gentle rise 

of cheers. The madman's first-person present-tense is similar to watching only children's toys 

commercials at high volume: the flashing images and blaring music and quick switch-ups and hard 

sales in one's face. This is the balance the author must find with the mad narrator. 

Sometimes there is a necessary abandonment of the typical structure, but this shouldn't be 

manipulated if too many other aspects of the craft are being manipulated at the same time.   

Questions to consider when developing a mad narrator: 

 What level of madness is the character starting from? Or, “How f*&$ing crazy is this person?” 

(Thus: at what point in the rabbit hole is the reader starting on this journey with the author?)

 Is the narrator aware of his or her own mental instability? 

 What point of view is best for your narrator, in order to capture voice most effectively? To leave

the reader with not the loudest voice, but with the most memorable voice? 

 What structure will best support the voice and a fractured/fracturing mind? How fractured will 

the structure itself be?

 What anchors will you put in place for the reader to take breaks and ground themselves in the 

plot and voice?
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 What cues and clues do you feed the reader to signal the development of madness?

IN SUMMARY: 

We live in an incredible era of literature, and I hope that today's class gives you a sense of the 

possibilities within your work, regardless of whether your narrator is crazy. It is a privilege to develop a

character whose madness can reflect not only the slow or rapid disintegration of the mind, but also the 

world and its own insanity,and the horror of mortality's confinements.
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i “The capacity for self-reflection is given to man alone. That is why he has, so to speak, the privilege of madness.” Hegel, 
Georg W. F. Philosophie de l'esprit. Paris: Germer Baillere, 1867. p 383. 
ii Palahniuk, Chuck. Fight Club. New York: W.W. Norton, 1996.


